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Basketball Player Possibly Suspended
b y t r av i s ly l e s

Honoring veterans since 1920

AXP Returns to Campus

Brian Gee is a Lancer
by tay lo e cl e men t s

by L au r e n H yat t

A member of the men’s basketball team
faces possible suspension.

Alpha Chi Rho fraternity comes back on
campus after four years.

Coach’s son makes the decision to play at
Longwood.
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Greek Life Takes the Stage by Storm
Numerous greek organizations come out to preform at Longwood University’s annual Greek Sync, read more on page 8.
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the Commonwealth Attorney,
who decided to go forward with
Longwood junior basketball prosecution of Mr. Pimentel. He
player Jason Pimentel was arrested was arrested and released on
Nov. 5 and charged with sexual secured bond.” Beach said
battery stemming from a Nov. 2 Pimentel was cooperative with the
incident. Pimentel was removed process and the arrest.
from the Longwood men’s
Pimentel transferred to
basketball roster on the athletics Longwood this past summer from
website Thursday and has been Palm Beach State Community
suspended indefinitely from all College in Fla. Pimentel’s
team activities for a violation of collegiate playing career began
team policies.
at Old Dominion University,
In a press release from Longwood but he was dismissed from that
Athletics, Head Coach Jayson team in 2012. According to an
Gee commented on the violation, article in The Virginian-Pilot
“I’m concerned and disappointed from September 2012, former Old
when a player violates team rules Dominion Head Coach Blaine
and handles himself in a manner Taylor said Pimentel’s dismissal
inconsistent with the values of was, “A cumulative thing.”
our program.” “This issue has my
Chris
Cook,
assistant
full attention, as well as that of the vice president of athletics
athletics department, and we will communications,
said
the
handle it with the seriousness it athletics department has no
deserves.”
further comment on Pimentel’s
The suspension came one day suspension.
after Pimentel was arrested for
Speaking on behalf of the
sexual battery, which is listed in university, Longwood’s Director
Virginia state code 18.2-67.4 as, of Communications and Media
“An unwanted form of contact Relations Matthew McWilliams
with an intimate part of the body could not give details on the
that is made for purposes of sexual incident. “It’s an ongoing
arousal, sexual gratification or investigation, and we just can’t
sexual abuse.” State law points comment on that type of thing,”
out that this crime may occur he said.
whether the victim is clothed
McWilliams added, “Longwood
or not and is considered a class University expects its students
one misdemeanor. Code 18.2-11 to comport themselves at a high
defines class one misdemeanors as standard in public, like responsible
“confinement in jail for not more young men and women.”
than twelve months and a fine of
Pimentel is the third men’s
not more than $2,500, either or basketball player to face teamboth.”
induced suspension this semester.
According to Prince Edward He will join freshman Victor
County General District Court Dorsey on the bench, who is
records,
Longwood
Police suspended for the first three
Department Investigator Sam games of the season, also due to a
Gilliam was the arresting officer. violation of team rules. Pimentel
Longwood Chief of Police Robert was arrested nine days after a classBeach discussed the investigation, three felony charge of malicious
“The victim said that in the early wounding against fellow junior
morning hours of Nov. 2, she was forward Shaquille Johnson that
‘forcibly fondled’ by an individual was dismissed in court.
who was later determined to be
Pimentel’s district court hearing
Jason Pimentel.”
is set for Nov. 18, one day before
Beach continued, “At the the Lancers visit in-state opponent
conclusion of the investigation, James Madison University in
information was provided to Harrisonburg.
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Demolition of the Cunninghams Began Monday
The end of the Cunninghams opens way to master plan
by Briana Adhikusuma
contributor

The demolition of the Cunninghams marks the end of Longwood
campus` old master plan and the beginning of a new one. Destruction
on the dorm building began at 9:00 A.M. on Monday, Nov. 10 and is
scheduled to finish by late December or early January.
Work on the Cunningham’s deconstruction was both a symbol of
innovation and a farewell to the dorm, which produced memories for
decades of students and alumni. Longwood conducted an evaluation of
all the dormitories in early 2000. The Cunninghams were found to be in
poor physical condition and would cost more to renovate than tear down
and build a different facility. Many concerns have been raised over the
presence of asbestos.
David Pletcher, Director of Capital Design & Construction, has
confirmed that the asbestos has been completely cleared and allowed
for the demolition to begin. He says, “The Cunninghams were a piece
of history. However, the new Upchurch University Center, we’re very
excited about this building…. It’s very needed.”
It will feature a link between the Alumni Center and Blackwell.
Pletcher says, “There’s a close relationship there. I’m excited about the
design of Upchurch University Center and I can’t wait to see construction
get started next summer.”
The new campus master plan has emerged as a result of several factors,
one of which is new leadership with the inauguration of President
Reveley. New strategic concepts and plans were brought along with
President Reveley. Jerry Jerome, the university’s Facilities Planner states,
“The existing master plan has kind of aged out. It’s come to the end of
its usefulness. We have built a lot of the projects and we’ve done a lot of
things on campus that the master plan recommended. As times change
and programs change, campus activities change, [and] it was time to
start a new planning process looking a few years farther ahead to see
what Longwood needs to be.”
The key features of the new master plan include the Upchurch University
Center, the new admissions center, visitors’ center, new residence halls, a
new academic building and a student success center. Some buildings will

be renovated, but are yet to be chosen. Along with these new buildings,
Longwood hopes to initiate a green campus.
Thomas Frisbie-Fulton, the director of Campus Planning & Design
and University Architect says, “I think it’s important, not only because
it’s the right thing to do to embrace renewable energy, as Longwood has
already started to do. But we should be doing it in a broader way, to look
at reuse of recycling materials and the reuse of buildings is a great way to
promote sustainability in that mindset. Perhaps, most importantly, is the
teaching experience and the teaching potential of a campus that engages
students to look at how humans impact the world.”
One of the main objectives of the new master plan is to bring together
the university and Farmville community together more effectively, as
well as coordinate changes to both the university and community. Some
of these ideas would include the movement of students across town,
the flow of traffic and different means of parking. The plan would also
bring an emphasis to the economic growth of downtown Farmville,
encouraging the community and the university to work together and
bring more businesses and students, faculty and staff to the downtown
area.
Cooper, Robertson and Partners, a firm of architects and planners
based in New York, have been hired to oversee the use of building space
on-campus. Justin Pope, the chief of staff to President Reveley says,
“We’re really thrilled that they’re working with us. They’re the kind
of people who get to choose their clients, and they were excited about
coming here because they saw a place that has a lot of potential and a
lot of commitment to issues they care about. They really invented this
concept called new urbanism, which is an approach to planning and
architecture that emphasizes walking ability and tying neighborhoods
together.”
Pope adds, “The marching orders for this plan have basically boiled
down to, we want Longwood’s campus to be the same, but better. So
we don’t want it to change fundamentally in terms of the kinds of place
it is. We just want it to be a better version of itself.” The university
has already held two public meetings in town and met with the town
council. Authorities state that student input will be received with several
opportunities planned and scheduled on-campus in the future.

photos by photo editor c arson reeher

(Left) The trees in front of the Cunninghams are cut down to make room for the new building and construction equipment. (Right) Two students watch
as the construction crew begins to demolish the beloved Cunninghams.
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Longwood Title IX Reports Skyrocket
b y t r av i s ly l e s
ne w s s ta f f

Vice President of Student Affairs says it was fully expected

According to Longwood Vice President of Student Affairs Tim
Pierson, there have been over 40 reports involving issues of Title IX
during the fall 2014 semester. Pierson said the entire 2013-14 school
year brought forward only 36 reports total.
Though there are more reports, Pierson said they fully expected it
coming into the year.
“We absolutely expected that number to go up before it went down,”
said Pierson. “Everybody’s numbers are up across the commonwealth,
and across the country. This year we are going through an increased level
of awareness about this issue,” Pierson said. “There is a higher level of
awareness nationally about this, but Longwood has been keeping pace
with the issue and pushing ahead with all the educational things. I think
MyStudentBody, even though there was controversy on it, raises the
conversation.”
Title IX, which some know for the difference it has made in sports,
generally speaks to equal opportunity, including sexual conduct. “If
someone has been assaulted or violated and that person is fearful of
living everyday life, no longer is equality accessible to them,” Pierson
said. “That is why it falls under Title IX.”
“Under the umbrella of Title IX behaviors, we have had all types of
reports,” said Jen Fraley, director of Student Conduct and Integrity, and
the university’s new Title IX Coordinator. “From sexual assault, stalking,
retaliation and rape we have received all types of notice,” she added.
Fraley believes a big part of the increase in reports has come from
legislation, such as the Campus Sexual Violence Elimination Act (SaVE).
“It says you have to train all of your staff members to be responsible
employees,” Fraley said in reference to the act. “They have an obligation
to notify someone of Title IX issues they hear about.”
Fraley said this past summer a Title IX hearing board was established
specifically for those types of cases, in an attempt by the university to
take a firm stance on how the cases would be dealt with. “It is about us
being proactive in saying ‘this is not acceptable at Longwood,’” Fraley

said.
Pierson said he feels people are more aware of their resources this
semester, which directly relates to the spike in reports. “We have every
faculty member, every staff and residential assistant educated. We have
folks that know they have to report; I have also seen more students come
forward as well.”
Pierson also made a point to say he believes Fraley taking on the role
of Longwood’s Title IX Coordinator has directly affected the amount of
students who have come forward. “Because of her position as Integrity
Coordinator, I think there is a greater level of familiarity,” he said.
According to Pierson, one-in-five college students will experience
some form of sexual misconduct over their college careers, and he has
seen numbers as high as 28 percent.
Pierson said there are 85 universities across the country that are under
investigation by the Department of Education for Title IX issues at the
moment, but stated Longwood wasn’t one of them. “There is not only
greater awareness, there is greater emphasis on doing it correctly,” he
said. “I think when you have that kind of pressure for compliance...no
one wants to get sued. It is an issue that needed to be addressed in a
different way.”
He added, “I think any school can be under investigation. These
things are very complicated. When someone goes through the trauma of
an assault, it is unpredictable to that person how they will feel.”
Pierson said the next step is making a difference in the culture of the
University. “I think the what’s next is improving campus climate; just
more responsible behavior. For folks to say ‘this is not okay’ and for them
to not think they have to stand in a corner over an issue.”
Fraley made it clear the issue wouldn’t be solved overnight. “It is
tough to change a culture,” she said. “For those cases to go down, it
starts with education, it is a culture change. We are in a unique position
at a university. Our culture is always changing, so we will never get to a
point where we will stop educating people. It will take time to have its
full affect.”

Alpha Chi Rho is Back on Campus
by l au r e n h yat t
contributor

SGA voted the fraternity of Alpha Chi Rho back on campus earlier
this semester, finally ending their four year suspension. According to a
Rotunda article published in 2010, the Longwood University Judicial
Board was brought the case of the chapter having a hazing violation, the
chapter pled and was found responsible for their infraction.
According to Wolfgang Acevedo, associate director of Fraternity and
Sorority Life, there are no more members of AXP on campus that were
involved with these charges four years ago. The brothers’ dedication to
return to campus and be nationally recognized has shown many just
how serious they are about returning their fraternity back to its former
glory.
After countless hours were spent working with Longwood University’s
Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life, along with their National
Organization, AXP had prepared an adequate constitution that any
honorable fraternity would be proud of.
During their time off, the members of AXP have focused on meeting
their requirements and molding a new image that, like their fliers say,
inspire men to be themselves. “Our motto is ‘Be Men’ and my brothers
and I are expected to live up to that standard day-in and day-out,” said
Wes Hyslop, president of Alpha Chi Rho.
In the SGA board meeting the overall opinion of Alpha Chi Rho’s
return consisted of only excitement. “We did not have any concerns

about AXP returning because of how closely they were working with
everyone to get back on,” said SGA President Joe Gills.
Gills also went on to mention that during the board meeting, where
AXP was voted to return, there were no suggestions made towards
changing their constitution.
AXP’s efforts ensured that their arrival was a promising one.
“It was good for them to come back on because now they have the
resources of being on campus and can focus on doing good things,” said
Gills. As was anticipated, the brothers of AXP are ready to serve their
community and represent the leadership qualities they have already
exemplified during their process of recolonizing. Their new constitution
holds a fresh start and a promise to withhold the dignifying purpose of
a social fraternity.
“I want the reputation of AXP to speak for itself through service and
philanthropy, setting high standards for our brothers, and living up to
our Landmarks,” said Hyslop. Together they have begun working on
new ideas for future events that will benefit the community and continue
to promote a positive impact.
A social fraternity is only as good as the relationship that the brothers
have. In AXP “the bond of our brotherhood means everything,” said
Hyslop. Going along with their standards, AXP has already started
their life of service in the Greek community by holding two events that
successfully raised money for the organizations of Relay For Life and
Puppy Play.
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Missing Rape Kits at Centra a Concern
to the Community
Follow up article to rape kit status and situation
by shannon pilgrim
contributor

The local media has discussed the issue over the lack of rape kits
at Centra Southside Community Hospital in recent weeks, gaining the
attention of the Farmville community, as well as the hospital’s employees.
Currently, there are no forensic nurses employed at the Southside
location. Forensic nurses are who would be able to do the procedures
necessary for a rape kit. According to the head of forensic nursing at
Centra in Lynchburg General Hospital, April Rasmussen, the program
has currently run out of Centra’s Lynchburg location where program
victims must be transported about an hour away for the procedure.
Centra does provide this transportation.
The Southside location once had a forensic nursing program, but
disbanded it several years ago. Rasmussen said that Southside did not
receive enough complaints to warrant the program being there, stating
they “need nurses to be at the highest competency level,” and that this
location did not give the nurses the experience necessary to keep the
program going. Centra decided that it was better to handle all of these
cases at the Lynchburg General Hospital site, where their trauma center

is located. A Centra representative stated that it is common for regional
hospitals not to have forensic nursing programs.
Southside, however, is a growing location. They recently renovated
their lobby and added a café and gift shop. With Longwood’s growing
numbers, and increase of sexual misconduct cases under Title IX, there
is an added amount of pressure for Southside to change how it handles
these situations.
Dr. Tim Pierson, Longwood’s vice president of Student Affairs, said
that this issue is a large concern to the school, and he has been talking
to Hampden-Sydney College administrators, Longwood University
Police and the Farmville Police Department about expressing their
concerns. Pierson stated that Longwood is trying to work with Centra,
and is encouraging them to see the need that this community has. This
particular location serves residents of eight counties, and Pierson hopes
the hospital will provide services for the whole community’s wellbeing.
Longwood students have also started taking action. The College
Republicans of Longwood University started a petition via change.org,
attempting to influence the hospital. Their goal is to get 1,000 signatures
before they send it to Centra.

The Rape Kit Petition
College Republican Club plans to actively fight for Centra’s needed kits
by Cameron Edmonds
Contributer

Centra Southside Community Hospital is still not offering rape kits,
in Farmville. Upon hearing about this issue, the College Republicans
of Longwood University Club decided that they were going to do
something to address this issue.
The club has decided to start a petition to try and encourage Centra
Southside Community Hospital to be reequipped with the proper
materials in order to attend to those who have been victims of sexual
assault.
The idea to start the petition “came from my girlfriend, Ashlynn
Kaufman, who was doing an assignment for class regarding a social
problem in Farmville, and how to go about addressing that issue,” said
the College Republicans of Longwood President Cameron Kolmer.
“She chose to write about the lack of rape kits at Centra Southside
Community Hospital. Being that we are both members of the College
Republicans of Longwood University, we believed it would be a great
bipartisan issue to advocate for. So at the next meeting we brought forth
the idea to be voted on and everyone overwhelmingly agreed. Not long
after that, our organization created the petition and it began to spread
like wild fire.”
“We currently have 339 signatures,” said College Republicans of
Longwood University Treasurer Kellie Marsh.
“We are very pleased to announce that the Criminal Justice Honor
Society, Alpha Phi Sigma, and the Criminal Justice Academic
Fraternity, Lambda Alpha Epsilon, have announced their support and
are interested in getting involved, said Kolmer.
Since this is a bipartisan, Longwood, Farmville, Prince Edward and

surrounding county issue, “we hope that more organizations will back
this cause and encourage others to support our petition,” said Kolmer.
The University of North Texas is also promoting similar petitions,
actively advocating for rape kits. Members were petitioning their
Health and Wellness Center to provide rape kits to any students that
were victims of rape. Unfortunately, they were not successful in getting
rape kits available to the student body, but they received quite a bit of
media attention including an article on USA Today.
The College Republican of Longwood is also using social media
(Facebook and Twitter) to promote the petition made on change.org.
“We are also encouraging other organizations on campus to announce
their support and in return we will list their organization’s name on the
wallpaper being used as the face of the petition,” added Kolmer.
Kolmer added that the petition’s issue is “much bigger” than what
one organization can handle, and could use all the help needed from
other organizations. “Only through networking can this petition yield
results,” he said.
Marsh hopes Centra will soon be able to be equipped with the rape
kits. “It is a service that is much needed in this community,” said Marsh.
Finally, Mr. Kolmer stated, “We hope to gain the satisfaction that
Longwood students can unite and make a difference in the community.
Through creating enough noise, we hope that our solidarity can get
the attention and support of individuals in positions of power that can
persuade Centra to provide the necessary resources to administer rape
kits here in Farmville.
According to Marsh, the website for the petition can be accessed
from the College Republicans at Longwood University Facebook page.
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SGA Speaks to Master Plan Committee
More flu shots needed for the fall and winter seasons

coordinator, Jerry Jerome spoke
to SGA on implementations of
campus affairs. Longwood’s
previous Campus Master Plan was
approved in 2008, and updated in
Fall 2013.
“Campus, for the future, would
like to have some sort of planned
guidance,” said Jerome who
went over what parking and plan
services will need. The plan is set
“for a total of 6,000 students by
by kira zimney
news editor
2025.” Master Plan committee
@kmzimney
members want feedback and a
“gathered status” of the current
The Student Government campus facilities, including what
Association (SGA) picked up students need, and what they
with Senator Constance Garner would like to help on discovering
handing the presentation of the additional ways to improve
Rowe Award to Senator Justin campus life.
Parker.
“We’ve heard from students,
President Joseph Gills invited one of the concepts students
Longwood campus Master Plan wanted was to expand Lankford,”
committee to speak on behalf stated Jerome. Jerome discussed
of the latest details and plans possible future plans for a new
to move forward on campus building between Lankford and
construction plans. Campus Greenwood Library, as a student
Planning and Design Facilities academic center, including the
Planner and Master Plan registrar’s office. Designs are not

finished, Jerome added, “we’re Longwood’s architects as a gift to
hoping to have [a] connection the senate board.
with the library, however, the
Open Forum began with talk
physical connection has not been of the possibility for automatic
designed.”
waitlists for registration.
Campus Planning and design
Gills addressed next week’s
manager, Lori Blackwood stated National Sexual Assault Week of
that the design of the Master plan Action, bringing the It’s On Us
and additional further details will campaign to campus. There are
be made public on Longwood’s talks of implementing it next year.
website.
Gills will speak on the promotion
Jerry Jerome discussed continued of the campaign in the coming
issues on campus, in which senate weeks.
members spoke on matters of no
Moving into New Business,
commuter parking, saying that Treasurer Jessica Darst moved
spaces fill up quickly.
to allocate $2,800 to Peer Health
The option to make campus more educators, as they are low on
wheelchair-accessible was also flu shots. It is believed that 800
discussed, proposing additional students have had them. Requests
ramps as a solution.
for additional money for flu shots
Senate members added, an idea to obtain 300 more shots to offer
to expand the dining hall and students have been made. They
Greenwood library. Jerome left are offering the shots on campus
the senate board with questions to in the office. It was pointed out
consider, what would the general that Longwood is one of the few
student population like on campus campuses in the country that
most. The Master Plan committee offers flu shots.
presented SGA with an updated
Motion passes.
current campus map, produced by

p h o t o s b y s ta f f p h o t o g r a p h e r m at t a l e x a n d e r

Leighan Worden, Paige Rollins and other attentive SGA members listen to meeting topics that are being presented and deliberated on.
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A Preview of Order of Omega’s #GreekWeek
An introduction to Longwood University’s Greek Week events
b y n ata l ie j o sep h
f eat u res sta f f

Beginning this week on Nov. 8, 2014 until Nov. 14, 2014, Order
of Omega is hosting its annual Greek Week to celebrate the social
Greek community and bring them together. The theme this year is
#GreekWeek and includes many events to help celebrate the week.
The purpose of Greek Week is to unite the Greek community at
Longwood University, and to celebrate Greek life.
Order of Omega member Madison Miller said, “This is a week
where we get to bring the Greek community together and it is fun to
meet others from other Greek organizations.”
During Greek Week, each social Greek organization from all
councils (Interfraternity Council, College Panhellenic Council and
the National Panhellenic Council) were split up into groups for
Greek Week. Each group, which averaged about four social Greek
organizations per group, is working together throughout the week to
earn points.
Groups earn points by showing up to events, winning event
competitions and the teams with the most points at the end of the
week will be given the first, second and third place prizes at the final
event of the week.
Two events have happened so far. First, on Monday at 8:00 p.m.
in Jarman, there was Greek Sync. The winners of Greek Sync were,
Alpha Beta Psi, Alpha Delta Pi, Delta Sigma Theta and Theta Chi.
On Tuesday, Order of Omega hosted a comedy game of Quest where
teams have to act out scenarios in the Student Union Ballroom from

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Miller said, “So far Greek Week has been going well. Greek Sync
was packed and Quest turned out really good, and we had a lot of
participants come.”
On Wednesday, Nov. 12, a Kickball tournament will take place on
Iler field.
Then, in order to honor academic achievements of social Greek
members, Order of Omega is having a “Pi Party” for all Greeks with a
3.14 GPA and above. The party will have pizza and drinks for all who
attend.
To conclude the week on Friday, the last event will be a Dodgeball
tournament in the MAC Gym in the Health and Fitness Center. This
event will be where they announce the Greek Week winners. This
year’s final event is different from previous years, because it does not
include a Greek Ball.
According to an Order of Omega member, because of no funding
from the Student Government Association this year, and Order of
Omega not being able to fund the event in order to make it bigger and
better than the last, they decided to raise money during Greek Week,
so that they can host a Greek Ball next semester.
Order of Omega also uses Greek Week to raise money for not only
themselves, but other philanthropies, like Relay for Life. The team
who raises the most money for Relay for Life will receive extra points
to their Greek Week point tally.
Order of Omega is the Greek honor society. Its purpose is to bring
the Greek community together, by planning Greek Week and other
Greek service projects.

Meet the Editorial Board
week 7
Each week The Rotunda will feature a member of the editorial board.

Carson Reeher

Photo Editor
Junior
Studio Arts major- Photography concentration
“I began with The Rotunda this semester.
My spirit animal is most definitely a dog…or maybe a squirrel.
When I grow up I want to take as many great photographs as possible,
meet as many interesting people as I can and travel all the time.”
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Greek Sync Opens an Exciting Greek Week
Organizations team up to perform for the beginning of Greek Week
by pay ton con way
f e at ure s s ta f f

There were barely any seats left in the house in Jarman Auditorium
Monday night as Longwood students waited eagerly to be entertained by
members of the Greek societies in the timeless tradition of Greek Sync,
which is presented by the Order of Omega.
For the event, different sororities and fraternities were put together
in groups of three or four to face off in a fierce lip-syncing and dancing
competition. Their job was to impress three judges and win over the
crowd, which they all did with ease.
Many of the fraternity and sorority members came out to support
their brothers and sisters as they performed. Sigma Kappa, Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Phi Kappa Tau and Alpha Phi Alpha opened the show with an
outer spaced themed routine that was truly out of this world. Five other
teams also competed with routines based on relationship problems, the
Seven Deadly Sins and even “#Basic.”
With perfect choreography set to an array of popular songs ranging
from Celine Dion, to Disney, to Luke Bryan, Wiz Khalifa and even a few
throwbacks, it was obvious that every group put a tremendous amount
of effort into their performance. To say the least, the crowd was not
disappointed.
A particular crowd favorite was a stepping routine performed by several
of the girls from team “#Basic.” Not only could brothers and sisters of
the performers be heard yelling and screaming in approval, non-Greek

students seemed to love the performances just as much, judging from
their loud cheers.
Freshmen Alea Hansinger and Marci Logsdon experienced their first
ever Greek Sync and said they thoroughly enjoyed the performances. “It
was funny and it kept you entertained! And you know, had some nice
throwbacks, so you never knew what was coming.” said Lodgsdon.
After the judges took some time to deliberate, they awarded: First
place, to group of Alpha Beta Psi, Alpha Delta Pi, Delta Sigma Theta and
Theta Chi for their “Welcome to the Jungle” routine. Second place was
awarded to the group comprising Sigma Nu, Alpha Sigma Tau, Alpha
Kappa Alpha and Zeta Tau Alpha and the group of Sigma Kappa, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Phi Kappa Tau and Alpha Phi Alpha was presented with the
award for third place.
Greek Sync is just one of the many fun events during Greek Week,
running from Nov. 8, to Nov. 14, which celebrates Greek life, as well as
sparking the interest for the university’s non-Greek population.
When asked if the event peaked their interest in Greek life, Logsdon
stated, “Definitely, we both really want to rush now and it was kind of
cool thinking about next semester, since they have something similar to
it in the spring, that we could possible get to do. It just showed you how
tight all the Greek communities were. It’s really exciting!”
With plenty more events in store for the week ahead, if Greek Sync
was any indication, the rest of Greek Week is something that is not to be
missed.

p h oto s b y s ta f f p h oto g r a p h e r m a r l i s h a s t e wa r t

Members of Longwood University’s Greek life participated in Longwood’s annual Greek Sync competition. Different fraternities, sororities and NPHC
organizations joined forces to compete for first place.
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Philanthropic Partnership Determined to Save Hearts
Kappa Delta and Sigma Nu team up to host their annual Run with Cops 5K in order to raise money for their philanthropies
by H a l l e Pa rk er
a s s t. s p o r t s e d i t o r
@_ h a l p a r k e r

“Ready, set, go,” said Colonel
Robert Beach of the Longwood
campus police to begin the
stampede of runners.
Green and white balloons
marked the pathway for nearly 50
participants in the Run with Cops
5K on Nov. 6, starting on Brock
Commons. Organized through the
cooperation of both Kappa Delta,
sorority, and Sigma Nu, fraternity,
the 5K brought students and police
officers together to support a cause.
Ten police officers attended the
event, including some Farmville
police.
“The best part of the race is
seeing the support from the cops
and having the cops come here
and participate,” said Aubrey
Duignam, philanthropy chair of
Kappa Delta and co-organizer of
the event.

The runners, or walkers, went
through the track three times prior
to finishing. One of the runners
included the other co-organizer
and Sigma Nu’s Community
Service and current Philanthropy
Chairman, Kosta Telegadas.
The money raised will be donated
to the American Heart Association
and the Farmville Youth Parks
and Recreation. Hopefully, the
amount will make a difference in
the organizations, especially since
there’s a bit of personal motivation
behind Telegadas’ assistance in the
event.
“I personally am impacted
because I have a history of heart
disease in my family over many
generations,” said Telegadas. “The
act [of] raising money for the
American Heart Association will
indefinably make a difference in
generations to come in families all
across the USA, and save lives with
this research to come from this

money donated.”
Alongside the money raised,
Sigma Nu will also donate about
162 dollars to the American
Heart Association, according to
Telegadas.
Kappa Delta and Sigma Nu
cooperated to make the race
possible, further bonding the two
Greek organization’s relationship.
Each contributed to making the
race as successful as possible from
cheering on the participants to
running themselves.
“We have had a really close
relationship with the ladies of
Kappa Delta for years now. Then
our organizations came together
and made everything happen! I
love how we all came together for
a great philanthropy event and got
to make the connections we have
with them even stronger for the
years to come,” said Telegadas.
Aside from doing the Run with
Cops 5K, both Kappa Delta and

Sigma Nu do other fundraisers for
their philanthropies.
Kappa Delta plans on holding
their annual Miss Longwood
pageant again in the near future,
according to Duignam.
Sigma Nu will try to enact a
lot of fundraising events, such as
cleaning up an adopted highway,
helping the SPCA and Habitats for
Humanity, as well as having their
“favorite philanthropy event,”
according to Telegadas, Battleships
in the Willet Pool next semester.
Before these events become a
reality, however, the organizations
will have the opportunity to see
their hard work go to use and reap
the biggest reward.
“The largest benefit is definitely
giving the money to the American
Heart Association [and] is being
able to present them that check,”
said Duignam.

p h o t o s b y s ta f f p h o t o g r a p h e r m at t a l e x a n d e r

(Top Left) Telegadas and fellow brothers of Sigma Nu fraternity participate in the Run
with Cops 5K. (Right) Georgia Skipper is cheered on as she also participates in the 5K.
(Bottom Left) Local police officers make an appearance at the annual Run with Cops 5K.
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Annual Campus Safety Walk

as president of the student safety organization Elyce Longnaker said,
“We’re here to point out the good, the bad and the ugly. We want
to help [the] campus by pointing out things that we think need to be
Dozens of students gathered on Brock Commons by the Chi fixed, but we need to applaud the good things as well.”
Fountain Tuesday night to participate in the annual Campus
After
pointing
Safety Walk. This
out and recording
event is sponsored
seemingly unsafe areas,
by the Residential
the groups turned
and Commuter Life
their findings into
Advisory
Board,
the Longwood Police
Campus Police and
Department. The event
the Longwood Real
helped the department
Estate
Foundation.
see campus from the
It was held to allow
eyes of students as
students and staff to
they investigate the
make a difference by
questionable parts of
promoting
campus
campus and determine
safety.
ways to fix them.
As students arrived,
The goal of this event
they separated into
as stated by Doug
nine different groups,
Howell, RCL Advisory
each group headed by
Board Member, “Is to
two student volunteer
make campus as safe as
coordinators.
These
it possibly can be.”
groups were each in
Students were treated
charge of a specific
to complimentary hot
area. For example, one
chocolate and cookies
group visited Lancer
upon return from
Park while another
their investigation of
group was in charge
their assigned areas.
of checking out the
Prizes such as t-shirts,
Wheeler Mall area.
a spring semester
As they explored
parking pass and other
p h oto b y s ta f f p h oto g r a p h e r m a r l i s h a s t e wa r t
these areas, students
goodies were raffled
were encouraged to Devon Johnson inquires students to talk about the good things as well as the bad things
off at the completion of
point out spots they felt regarding safety in certain areas of the campus, one of these areas even including Lancer Park.
the walk.
were unsafe. Maybe a
One sophomore
specific street needed
participant, Rebecca Doody, said, “I thought it was really cool to
more lighting because it left a dark corner of campus and seemed a go more in depth into areas of campus while also helping the police
little spooky at night.
department find ways to make us safer.”
The participants were not only encouraged to critique the landscape,
by mary c allender
f e at ure s edi to r
@m a riec7695

Studio Apartment
for Rent or Sublease
$825/month ALL inclusive
Across the street from Longwood’s Campus
Off-street parking; some appliances included
Contact 757-562-2130 for more information
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Sonic Highways: The “Traveling” Album

The Foo Fighters produce a “musical map of America” with latest album
by rya n q u i g l e y
contributor

From 90’s must-have, “The
Colour and the Shape” featuring
hits such as “Everlong” and “My
Hero,” to 2005’s two-disc monster,
“In Your Honor,” the Foo Fighters
have
righteously
established
themselves as one of the biggest
bands of the last two decades.
They’ve had their ups and downs,
but they’ve achieved success that
few other music groups have been
able to come close to by routinely
selling out mammoth-sized arenas
and stadiums like it’s their job.
Former Nirvana drummer and
frontman of the Foos’, Dave Grohl,
did something a little different with
the new release, “Sonic Highways,”
however. In the recording of this
eight-track record, Grohl and
company traveled across the
United States, renewing their
knowledge and newly discovered
the history of American music,
recording each song in a different
city with different influences and
special guests for each particular
song. Grohl called this record a
“musical map of America,” with
HBO airing a series of the album’s
name documenting the creation of
the record.

“Sonic Highways” has had a
lot of buildup, and rightfully so
with the audacious recording and
overall background of the album,
but it is not a game-changer by any
means. Though the album is good
and will certainly draw the acclaim
of the Foos’ loyal fan base, it’s far
from great and will go down as
one of Foo Fighters’ middle-of-theroad records once their musical
endeavors are complete.
Make no mistake, there are
definitely some great songs on this
above-average release. “Something
from Nothing,” the album’s leadsingle, recorded in Chicago’s
Electrical Audio studio, kicks
“Sonic Highways” into high gear
in ravenous fashion. “Something
from Nothing” begins at a steady,
mid-tempo pace, but things really
start to take a wild twist about
halfway through the song when
a Stevie Wonder-style clavinet
comes in and underlies the rhythm
guitar, turning the hard-rocking
headbanger into a rather funky
head-bobber. Once the song
really gets going, a hard-rocking
headbanger is exactly what this
track really is, headlined with
Grohl’s signature raspy scream,
ordering, “ALL RISE!!!”
“Congregation,” the record’s

third track, is signature Foo
Fighters, reminiscent of the Foos’
“Echoes, Silence, Patience & Grace”
days. “Congregation,” recorded in
Nashville, Tennessee’s Southern
Ground Studio, is a beautiful yet
ferocious tune that any rock ‘n’
roller can appreciate. It provided
one of the most memorable
guitar riffs in recent Foo Fighters
history. It’s a beautifully composed
adaptation of Nashville’s musical
history and would be perfectly
appropriate background music to
a drive through Tennessee’s sunny
countryside.
Though the first 2/3 of the album
is undeniably great, the remaining
third of the record is average at best
with “In the Clear” being one of
the more passable songs on “Sonic
Highways.” Recorded in New
Orleans, “In the Clear” sounds like
nothing more than a B-side. The
song is listenable, but that’s all it
really is. I’ll probably never listen
to it any more than I already have.
Being recorded in New Orleans,
Foo Fighters incorporated brass
instruments into “In the Clear” to
relate to New Orleans’ jazz scene,
but it doesn’t work successfully.
With the minimal role that the
horns play in the song, it just
doesn’t radiate that New Orleans

vibe. It has its moments, but “In
the Clear” is a very skippable song
that surely won’t go down in Foo
Fighters history as a must-play.
The eighth and final track on
the record, “I Am a River,” is just
as unmemorable as “In the Clear.”
“I Am a River,” recorded in New
York City, incorporates a layer of
strings towards the song’s end,
really heightening the record’s
final minutes, but the track is
repetitive and unimpressive as a
whole. One of its finest moments
is the gorgeous intro preceding the
song’s real commencement, but,
aside from that, I didn’t take too
much away from it. Like “In the
Clear,” it’s a good song, but very
forgettable.
All in all, “Sonic Highways”
succeeds on many levels. There
are a handful of songs that you
can listen to over and over again
and not get tired of, and then
there are a few songs that you can
get tired of halfway through, but,
nonetheless, “Sonic Highways” is a
fearless album and, though it may
not be the best Foo Fighters record,
it will certainly be a record that
Dave Grohl and company should
be immeasurably proud of.
My rating:

7/10

Fall into the Holidays with the Arts
A preview to upcoming musical performances
by meghan west
a&e editor

As the holiday season approaches all of the
arts are gearing up for their busy schedules.
From senior recitals to string ensemble
performances, there is a little something for
everyone to enjoy. These last three weeks of
the semester are shaping up to have lots of
performances and the Longwood Community
is invited to all of them.
The first of these events is on Nov. 13,
with a Choral Pyramid Concert featuring
the Camerata Singers, Chamber Singers
and two secondary school choirs. This year
Longwood has invited the Tabb High School
Girls Ensemble, as well as the Matoaca Middle
School Choir, to join them and showcase the
talent of younger students. This performance
will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Jarman
Auditorium with free admission.

Next, on Nov. 14, the Percussion Ensemble
will be performing a variety of pieces for their
peers, that they have been working on all
semester. This performance will take place at
7:30 p.m. in the Molnar Recital Hall located
in Wygal. Also on this night, is the opening of
the new art exhibit at the Longwood Center
for Visual Arts. From five to seven p.m. the
opening reception will be held where students
and the community can see how the front
window of the building has been transformed.
This exhibit is worth checking out as there
are always new and interesting artwork to be
seen. This exhibit will be on display until Jan.
31 and is free to the public.
Next week, both the Jazz and String
Ensembles will perform on-campus and will
showcase what the groups have been working
on for the past semester. The Jazz Ensemble
performs on Nov. 18 in Jarman Auditorium

and the String Ensemble performs on Nov. 19
in Molnar Recital Hall. Both performances
are at 7:30 p.m. and free to the public.
Finally, to wrap up the month of
November, there will be a performance by
the University Choirs on Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m..
This concert will include performances by
the introductory level choirs, the auditioned
choirs and the a capella groups. Admission is
free for this performance and it will be held in
the Jarman Auditorium.
As students can see, the arts are
keeping students busy with their multiple
performances. If you get a chance, I encourage
you to go see one of these groups as they put
hard work into every selection and dedicate
their time to practicing and performing. Stay
tuned for upcoming performances in early
December.

a rt&Enterta inment
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Respect for a Music Majors’ Dedication
by m i r i a m L oya
contributor

A cellphone alarm breaches the deep slumber of a college student
at 7:30 on a Monday morning; the beginnings of yet another day full
of classes, practice and less than two hours of rest until they can allow
themselves to repose and repeat the process the next morning. Every day
is an ever-changing thought process as they plan out their next steps of
the day with ongoing inquisitions:
“Should I practice or do homework? Can it wait? Do I have time to
eat a meal or can I snack and hold off until dinner? What is the most
important thing that I absolutely need to do next?”
These are questions that Tori Rehder, Tristan Morrisman and
Julian Fadullon, Music majors all over Virginia, ask themselves as
they maneuver throughout their busy days. Classes alone consist of 90
percent music courses worth only a total of 16-18 credits. Apart from
their 50-minute to hour-and-15-minute classes, they have practice room
hours, private lessons, multiple ensemble rehearsals, concerts, practicums
and departmentals.
Of course, each school has different expectations, curriculums and
varied opportunities. Tristan Morrisman is a Music Performance major
with his chosen instrument as the flute at Old Dominion University.
He is currently taking ten classes, nine of which are music classes for a
total of 18 credits. Morrisman is completely engulfed within his Music
major and is only involved with activities directly related to the Music
department at ODU. He has dedicated his entire life and effort to his
studies in music. Morrisman says, “I love [my Music major] so much.
It is absolutely amazing, it’s exactly what I want to do with my life and
it’s worked so well. My favorite thing is just being able to perform and
express my talents with others.” Current activities in which he is involved
in include the ODU Marching Band, University Wind Ensemble,
University Symphony Orchestra, an opera, a trio chamber group and
flute choir.
Tori Rehder, a sophomore Instrumental Education & Cello
Performance Music major from Christopher Newport University, is the
student that does it all. She is a part of the odd few, few meaning three
or four students total in her Music department, that is not only involved
in music, but also works on-campus and off-campus and is involved in
the social sorority Zeta Tau Alpha. Rehder is currently enrolled in 10/11
music courses with a total of 16 credits and decided to be a major in her
junior year of high school. When asked how and why she decided to
choose her major at that point, she led on with an insightful view into
the process of being a Music major at CNU:
“Technically, a Music major isn’t officially declared until you pass
sophomore checkpoint at the end of your fourth semester. And you don’t
usually get these results until the summer or the following semester.
However, to successfully complete the Music major in the typical four
years that it should take, you must declare your major while still in high
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school so that you can audition for the department and register for all of
the first semester freshman required music classes. So I guess to directly
answer the question, I declared my major at the end of my junior year in
high school.”
Last is the liberal arts school senior from James Madison University,
Julian Fadullon, a Music Industry major with a vocalist concentration.
Fadullon’s major is not as similar to the other majors because his
consists of many non-music related courses such as economics, ethics,
etc. Universities such as JMU offer a much broader range of study for
the field of music. Fadullon decided upon his major a month into his
freshman year and is currently taking eight classes worth a total of 19
credits. He dedicates most of his time to being the director of one of
the many Acapella groups at JMU, his positioning including arranging,
directing, teaching, choosing venues, practices and much more. He also
sings in JMU’s show choir with involvement in theatre performances
every now and then. “I don’t really do much besides that. It’s easy to be
in theatre a bit because it’s another liberal art, they’re kind of all related
here at JMU. We have a respect for one another’s art.”
It is interesting to compare the lives of Music majors around different
schools. They each have various opportunities offered to them with a
wide range of activities and organizations in which they can be involved.
Their similarities certainly outweigh their differences, despite their very
diverse universities. Every student shares a passion, commitment and
utmost respect for their artwork and they deliver that through their
talents. The best way to do this is through their busy schedule because
their hard work will always pay off in the end.
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Tinderella is Afraid to Take the Subway: The
Effects of Tinder on Communication

b y E m i ly H a s w e l l
social media editor

“Nudes or Nah?”
This is a message I received on
Tinder a few days ago. I wasn’t
scandalized by this message, I
simply replied, “Or nah,” and went
about my business. Unless you’re
my mom, who frequently asks
me the question, “Did you see the
news on AOL this morning?” You
probably know of Tinder.
Tinder is a dating app that
works off of a pretty basic concept.
People’s profiles consist of a few
photos of them and a short tagline.
Based off of that information you
must decide if you will swipe left or
right. Swipe right to indicate that
you’re interested, swipe left if you
are not. If both parties involved
have swiped right, viola! You have
a match and you are now free to
message each other and find out
more about them, and then, “Will
you be my Tinderella?”
So there isn’t really anything
innately wrong with this set up.
Yes it sucks that we judge books
by their covers in this way but its
human nature isn’t it? I mean if
you’re in a crowded bar no one
is going to approach you based
on your charity work. Things
unfortunately don’t work that way.
However, if someone does

approach you in some bar, in
person, nine times out of ten they
won’t say, “I may not go down in
history, but I’ll go down on you.”
Again, this is a real message
that a real person sent me via
Tinder. Really, these messages are
awkward to say the least. If a person
walked up to me in real life and
said something like this I would
be understandably upset. What
scares me more than anything is
that these dudes sending me these
daily proverbs of perversion is how
desensitized we’ve all become,
both the senders and receivers of
these messages.
Is the semi-anonymity that
Tinder, and other dating apps,
provides making our already
nonchalant
generation
even
more “Eh?” I don’t want to be
misunderstood; I don’t think it’s
a bad thing that we live in a time
where people are free to have sex
with any consenting party that
they choose. We are a generation
where, for the most part, nostrings attached sex doesn’t make
you social pariah. If that’s what
you enjoy, by all means indulge
yourself.
What worries me is this:
How long before this type of
communication starts becoming
how we talk in real life? In a way

hasn’t it already begun? There is
a very popular video making the
social media rounds put out by a
non-profit group called Hollaback.
The clip shows a girl in her 20’s
walking around New York for a
couple of hours. She is catcalled,
followed and basically harassed
all day long. The things the men
shouted were typical. One man
even followed the girl for a couple
of blocks.
One man in particular gets angry
when the girl does not respond.
“Hey, someone is acknowledging
you for being beautiful, maybe
you should say thank you!” Which
seems an awful lot like the Tinder
equivalent of, “Why aren’t you
responding? You aren’t even
anything special.”
So I’m actually one of the lucky
ones as far as my level of Tinder
harassment goes. There are horror
stories all over the Internet in
which people get very angry when
ignored on Tinder. Sending people
they have never met before hateful
message after hateful message.
“Fine, don’t message me back.
You’re ugly anyway,” followed
by, “you should be happy that
someone like me would even talk
to someone who looks like you.”
I know that street harassment
isn’t anything new. I understand

that dating apps are just a new
medium for jerks to spew their
unwanted sexual advances. What
I’m asking is do these things
correlate?
Perhaps there isn’t a rise in
street harassment, just a rise in
awareness. It’s a hard statistic to
pinpoint. However, there does
seem to be a rise in this sort of
entitlement to a response. As if
by not responding to a casually
shouted, “Hey beautiful,” the
shouter then has the right to tell
me that I’m unworthy.
Has it always been this way?
Or are we becoming even more
detached from people because of
new technology? Are men getting
some false sense of courage to
talk this way to women because
of dating apps? Or has this angry
entitlement always been present
and now they can just do it while
hiding behind tiny screens?
I don’t know the answer to these
questions. It’s just a theory to try to
explain why it seems like the world
has become an increasingly hostile
place for women. It’s like a sexist,
“What came first the chicken or
the egg?” What I can say with some
confidence is that the chicken was
probably forced to cross the road
because some ignorant man was
calling her “Baby.”

Dear Java City...
b y c a r ly s h a i a
opinions editor

Dear Java City,
You suit my needs. When my morning is spiraling out of control you
offer me hot drinks and a smile. Your baristas are usually kind, and
they’ll even let me use my own ceramic cup. Sometimes you even give
me whipped cream designs with super sugary syrup and I love that. No,
really I do, because I don’t have enough talent to draw a Rotunda with
caramel. All your workers have skills. But sometimes, you make things
difficult.
It’s very hard to have meetings, Java City. I go to you, and get peer
pressured into spending money because the members of my group project
all want your expensive Caramel Macchiato. Let’s face it, I don’t want to
think independently. Not to mention, due to your small size, sometimes
I can’t even find a seat. Your machines are close to the seating area, so
the sound of milk screaming for its life resonates throughout the small
room. Plus your two people high-tops are more for a single person since
two people could barely squeeze both of their computers on the table.
Java City, I understand that you’re short staffed. It seems like there is
only one, sometimes two people, working in your little booth. Plus, with
a campus always demanding its caffeine, there aren’t enough hands to

go around. I feel bad, Java City, when your workers are finally on their
breaks and then students complain when no one is up front to take their
orders. Plus, with only one person working during a rush, it’s almost
guaranteed that it’ll take me fifteen minutes to get one hot chocolate.
Sometimes I wish you were open twenty-four seven, not the library,
because at least those late night cravings could be satisfied by not having
to journey to the overly priced Starbucks.
Oh Java City, I wish people would just get their bagels at Einstein’s
then come over and use your free toaster. Then everything wouldn’t be
nearly as congested. Or when there are those ignorant people wishing
they could warm a freshly purchased sandwich, but don’t take the time
to find your microwave. I wish more people knew of its splendor. Or
better yet, just like having the Student Union sushi in your arms, I wish
you had more easy grab-n-go breakfast options that weren’t just your
confectionary goodies. While your muffins make me feel satisfied, so
would bacon.
Thanks, Java City, because if you didn’t exist, I wouldn’t have a loud,
but full of wonderful flavors, meeting place.
Hugs and kisses,
Longwood students
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Fútbol Finishes Fall Sports

Men’s soccer loss on Tuesday finalizes Longwood’s 2014 fall sports season

Daniel Campos; who
earlier Tuesday was
named to the SecondOn Tuesday, Nov.
Team All-Conference
12,
Longwood’s
team, along with
men’s soccer team
being named to the
traveled to Conway,
All-Freshman Team
S.C.,
where
(Big South).
they played the
Sophomore
Coastal Carolina
goalkeeper,
Carlos
Chanticleers
in
Canas, got the start in
the First Round
the game over junior
of the Big South
Carl Carpenter. Both
Tournament. The
goalies saw action in
No. 7 seed Lancers
the 7-0 loss. Canas
fell to the No. 2
out-shined Carpenter
seed Chanticleers
in this game, he
for the second time
allowed three goals
this season 2-1.
and made seven saves,
This loss came
while
Carpenter
just three days after
allowed four goals
the
Chanticleers
with just one save.
defeated
the
Atkinson said in a
Lancers, in Conway,
phone interview on
7-0.
According
Monday, Nov. 10,
to head coach Jon
p h o t o b y S t a f f P h o t o g r a p h e r L a u r a C l a r k e he
was making his
Atkinson,
going
decision
the morning
into the tournament Head coach Jon Atkinson (left) and members of the Athletics Department send off seniors Jonathan Kukapa before the game at
the team’s mindset (third from the left) and Anthony Ugorji (two from the right).
breakfast after he was
was to avoid another 7-0 loss, while half comeback, but were halted Athletics’ website. “There were able to see both players at practice.
improving on the many things they in the end by an overpowering moments in the second half when
With this loss the Lancers’ two
we were looking like we could
Chanticleer team.
didn’t do well.
seniors
Anthony Ugorji, forward,
“It is always hard to end a cause the upset.”
Coastal Carolina put two goals
Longwood’s lone goal came and Jonathan Kukapa, defense/
in the back of the net in the last season, but I am immensely
mid-field, have played their last
11 minutes of the first half; this proud of the effort and the way from sophomore forward Nnamdi collegiate game in the blue and
would be enough to cement a win the lads pushed Coastal all the Ikeazor in the 66th minute of the white.
way,” said Longwood head coach contest. The goal came off an assist
for the Chanticleers.
Longwood tried to post a second- Jon Atkinson, from Longwood from redshirt-freshman midfielder
by Nick Conigliaro
Sports Editor
@nickc a nol i10
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Raised to Be a Lancer
Bryan Gee follows father to Longwood

by Tay lo e Cl e men t s
Contributor

Head men’s basketball coach
Jayson Gee has been described
as a role model, father figure,
leader and coach; but for redshirtfreshman guard Bryan Gee he’s
also known as Dad. On and off the
court, Bryan was raised with his
father coaching him throughout
his life.
Explaining his childhood, Bryan
has always seen his dad as a coach.
“The greatest advice he gave me is
that ‘everything equals something,
that there is a karma to the game
and that what you do now effects
you in the future, so with that
what you do consequences.’”
Growing up Bryan spent most
of his time shadowing his dad
to games at Cleveland State
University and summer camps in
Ohio, where he found his love for
the family sport and has not put
the ball down since.
Coach Jayson Gee’s basketball
players, whether they’re his son or
not, are given a vision that lays out
a road map to their potential and
best course of action to their goals.
According to Jayson Gee, Bryan

Gee is currently working hard at
filling his role as a student-athlete
in his first semester on the team
and is well on his way to fulfilling
the coaches vision to step in the
shoes of current guard Quincy
Taylor, in two years.
Although Bryan Gee is redshirted
this year he has remained positive
and explains that his team is helping
him become a better person on and
off the court, and he believes in the
vision given to him by his father.
“He believes in the leadership and
so when I say I believe you need to
redshirt, he may disagree with that
but he trusts and believes in me
and knows that what I tell him is
in his best interest,” stated Jayson
Gee.
After being a three-year starter
on the Cornerstone Christian
Academy (CCA) varsity basketball
team, he is making sure he works
hard towards his father’s, and
coaches’, visions to get on the court
as fast as he can.
When looking at colleges his
junior and senior year Bryan Gee
was a first-team All-Conference
player, averaging 15.5 points, 7.1
assist per game, and shot 48 percent
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from the three-point range.
“As a coach when you come to
practice and you don’t have to worry
about the energy level at practice
that is a sign of great leadership,
Bryan does a great job getting
everyone involved,” according to
an interview of CCA’s head coach
Dan Selle earlier in 2014. By senior
year Selle believed Bryan Gee was
the best point guard in Ohio and
was proven right when he was
offered scholarships to Cleveland
State, Cedarville University and
Longwood University.
“When I was narrowing down
the schools and my dad asked me
to play for him I was like ‘well
I’m set,’ I already know what he’s
all about and that he’s going to
take care of me, not just because
I’m his son but [it’s what] he does
with everyone else on his team,”
explained Bryan Gee.
When being recruited by
Longwood, Jayson Gee saw his
leadership and work ethic as an
asset to the Longwood basketball
team. “I encourage him [Bryan] to
follow his heart and I would always
tease them when they were kids,
when people would ask them, ‘are

NFL PICK

you going to play at Ohio State or
North Carolina?’ and I said no I’m
feeding him he’s going to play for
me where ever I’m at,” stated Gee.
“And selfishly speaking, I think it
all worked out.”
Bryan and his father both agree
that they have a great relationship
and that they have embraced
Longwood as a second home. “My
dad and I are really close and we
have been able to distinguish that
he is my coach now and that he is
my dad afterwards,” stated Bryan
Gee.
The teams sophomore forward,
Damarion Geter, explained that
the team may have been a little
skeptic at first at their coaches son
coming to Longwood but realized
they had no reason to feel this way.
“With Coach Gee’s son on the
team its not that big of a difference
because in the way we try to run
our program, coach Gee says that
we are all his family so he tries
to treat everyone like his son so
having Bryan on the team is just
like having any other player on the
team,” stated Geter. “We are all
brothers.”
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Lancers Build Credability with Victory
Led by Taylor, Lancer squad shows depth of team
By Halle Parker
Asst. Sports Editor
@_HalParker

Each player had a role in Longwood men’s basketball’s dominating win
over the Hampden-Sydney Tigers last Saturday, Nov. 10. Nine different
Longwood players contributed points to the final score of 95-60; with
five of the nine scoring double-digit points.
Leading the team in points and playing time senior guard, Quincy
Taylor, made an impact the first minute he was on the court, putting the
first three points on the scoreboard.
“He’s special, I told everyone that would listen that he’s a special player
and he’s a special young man,” said head coach Jayson Gee. “Where he’s
really good at is running our team and being a leader.”
In general, Taylor shot a .812 (13-of-16) and had six assists in the
Longwood dominated game, leading by over 20 points for the entire
second half. Aside from the statistics, his vocal presence and part in
organizing the team was apparent.
“My role on the court is leadership—helping to keep our composure
and focus for the game and also making sure we are at the right spots at
the right time,” said Taylor.
Freshman guard substitutes Kanayo Obi-Rapu and Ryan Badowski
both racked up minutes higher than three of the five starters.
Longwood made 17 three-point shots, nine of which gave the team
half of their total points in the first half.
Badowski netted six of his ten attempts from three-point range, scoring
18 points, only trailing Taylor by four points.
On the attack, Longwood was a force to be reckoned with, making the
majority of their field shots giving them a .647 average.
“Offensively, we played great,” said sophomore captain and guard

Damarion Geter. “We had a lot of ball and player movement, having 21
assists showed that we had and took a lot of great shots.”
On the opposite side of the court, the team’s defense showed a need for
improvement.
After Hampden-Sydney ended the first half with a .524 (11-of-21)
average of shots from the field, Gee said he was “not happy.”
“In the first half, we didn’t defend the three-point line the way we
wanted to and gave up a pretty high percentage from the field,” said
Geter. “But the second half, we were able to decrease their percentage
so we were pleased overall.”
The Tiger’s second half shot average lowered to .400 and their Big
South player-to-watch junior guard, Mike Murray, turned the ball over
three times.
The Lancers shared a lot of the defensive responsibility with Geter
holding down their half of the court with six rebounds, a steal and a
block.
“I thought he played great,” said Taylor of Geter. “It’s always good to
have him on the court because of his high IQ of the game. He’s our
smartest player and he is very versatile and unselfish.”
This game provided an avenue towards generating interest for the team
before their next home game against Averett University on Friday, Nov.
14 at 7 p.m.
“It was really great to see so many people in Farmville come out to show
their support for both teams. My goal and vision was to gain credibility
in our own community, and I felt like we did that tonight,” said Gee.
After a well-earned win, Longwood begins the season with a fresh,
positive outlook on their future.
“This was a big win for the team, it was a great start to what is supposed
to be a great year,” said Geter. “It was our first time playing in a game
together so this was a great way to start off.”
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(Left) Senior guard Quincy Taylor drives towards the basket and lays in a finger-roll layup to add two of his 22 points. (Right) From right to left: sophomore
forward Damarion Geter, Taylor, sophomore guard Darrion Allen, and junior guard Shaquille Johnson react to one of the Lancers’ 17 three-pointers.

